ANGER MANAGEMENT

The secrets of self-control

Defuse your

ANGRY

BOMB
Don’t become the next
normal person to go over the
edge, turn your anger into
cool-channelled success

Train delays.
Pay freezes.
Relationship
issues. Twentyminute lunch
hours. Traffic
jams. Slow Wi-Fi.
Call centres.
Guys hitting on
your girlfriend.
Your phone
losing reception
in tunnels…
In 21st century
Britain the list
of things that
gets your fist
twitching is
almost endless.
The trouble is,
as shown by
David Haye and
Derek Chisora’s
scrap, losing
your shit rarely
ends well. So
read on as FHM
reveals the tips
and tricks you
can use to
remain calm
when all you
want to do is
‘nut the wanker’
or throw your
computer at
the wall.

SUPERCHARGE
YOUR OFFICE
SELF-CONTROL
Signs you’re too angry
Punching the desk;
shouting at colleagues;
sending aggressive emails;
flipping out about IT;
building up a simmering
hatred for co-workers;
hitting your computer;
door slamming; passive/
aggressive notes about the
cleanliness of mugs;
starring in a ‘man trashes
office’ viral.
Worrying facts 40% of
British workers are
stressed; 75% of British
workers are unhappy with
their current roles; people
are more likely to lose it
during a recession.
When employees go
postal America: land of the
free, home of the brave and
the place where it’s least
advisable to piss off
a colleague. In Chicago
in 2003 an unnamed
“disgruntled employee who
either had been terminated
or was going to be
terminated” shot six of his
co-workers before being
shot by police. In
Connecticut in 2010 Omar
Thornton – a “recent hire
with a disciplinary problem”
– killed eight of his fellow
staff at a beer warehouse.
And last December in

California, 48-year-old
utility company officer
worker Andre Turner
killed two colleagues and
himself after receiving
a reprimand for missing
an audit deadline.
Top anger-avoidance tip
“If you feel yourself getting
angry, instead of reacting
instantly, try to take some
time out to think about the
situation,” advises Pete
Kerridge of Harley Street
Psychotherapy
(harleystreetpsychotherapy.
com). “Go to the toilet or
get a drink in the kitchen,
let your anger cool and
think about how you can
react without externalising
your temper and potentially
ruining a relationship or
internalising the matter
and building up the
resentment. One good
way is to be assertive and
communicate the feelings
behind the anger. So if
someone’s not done the
task that they said they
would, instead of
screaming or bottling
your anger up, look them
in the eyes and assertively
say: ‘I feel really let down
and have a problem
because of you. Don’t let
it happen again.’ This
converts your anger into
something constructive.”

3 more
ways to
supercharge
your office
self-control
01 Ask for what
you want
“If people don’t
ask, then they
don’t get, so they
get angry,”
reckons anger
management
specialist David
Woolfson
(angerplanet.
co.uk). “Take
a risk, be brave
and ask your
boss for what you
want. Note: if the
answer is no,
don’t take it
personally.”
02 Stop
“Whenever you
feel your temper
rising tell
yourself to stop
and count to
ten,” advises
Woolfson. “Then
when you reach
ten, walk away,
telling your
colleague that
you’re angry, so
you can’t talk
sensibly now, but
you will come
back later.”
03 Gather all
the information
available
“When a mouse
sees a cat it runs
away without
thinking, ‘Is it
sleeping or not?’”
says Kerridge.
“Humans do the
same. We let our
anger get the
better of us
before thinking
about whether
it’s really
justified. Take
the time to
consider the facts
and you’ll see
the benefits.”
››
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ANGER MANAGEMENT
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN
YOU
GET ANGRY
Meet your red-faced and
extremely unhealthy alter ego
Step one
“Anger is a human’s
‘one of us is going
to be dinner’ survival
response, so it comes out at a time
when we perceive ourselves to be
under threat,” explains David
Woolfson. “Millions of years ago
this was when we came face-to-face
with a dinosaur, but now people go
into fight or flight mode in pubs,
crowds or on sports pitches.”
Step two
“Once you enter fight
or flight mode your
body channels blood
into your heart and
lungs, resulting
in a faster heartbeat and deeper
breathing,” says Dr Sneh Khemka,
Medical Director of Bupa
International (bupa.co.uk). “This
gives you more energy allowing
you to fight or run away.”
Step three
“Your pupils will also
dilate, so that you
can see more clearly,”
continues Dr Khemka. “Your
senses become more aware and
your temperature rises.” Oh, and
your digestive tract is affected too,
which may mean losing bowel or
bladder control. Oopsie.
Step four
This is the crucial
stage. “Either you
can resume control
and suppress your feelings. Or you
will continue and the disagreement
will escalate,” says Dr Khemka.
Step five
You may have won
the argument. But,
ultimately, you’ll
lose the war. “Studies
show that the more
often you get angry the
more your blood pressure goes up,”
says Dr Khemka. “This is bad for
your mental health, as it has a direct
correlation with depression.”
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RAMP UP YOUR
RELATIONSHIP ZEN
Signs you’re too angry
Regular arguments; doing
things because you know it
annoys your partner;
constantly splitting up and
getting back together;
unspoken jealousy; the
silent treatment; throwing
things; difficulty sleeping;
irrational hatred of a TV
programme; taking
everything personally;
public disagreements;
always having to be right.
Worrying facts
33% of British married
couples divorce before their
15th wedding anniversary;
the average British couple
chalks up a whopping
2,455 arguments per year;
60% of people in anger
management recognise
that their anger stems from
personal relationships.
When boyfriends go
postal Colchester resident
Stuart Sainty is currently
serving two years in
prison for a number of
assaults during a night
out in Cambridge. The
33-year-old’s rampage
was sparked when he
broke the cheekbone of
a guy who was “out of
order to his girlfriend”.
“He reacted by karate
kicking the victim in
the face,” revealed
prosecuting lawyer
Sara Walker. Sainty
then indulged in
a further headbutt/rib
kick combo, before
being arrested by police.

Top anger-avoidance
tip “The antidote to
all these issues is
communicating,” says
Pete Kerridge. “Lots of
people in relationships
avoid confrontation and
get at their partner
through passive/
aggressive actions like
not picking up their
clothes or not taking out
the bins. It goes without
saying this doesn’t work.
Instead, talk about why
you feel angry with each
other or the situation
will grow until you have
two options: split up or
seek counselling.” And
given the former route
leaves you single and the
latter route leaves you
shelling out up to £150 an
hour, it’s probably time to
stop ‘mistakenly’ covering
the pan in urine and start
telling your lady you hate
her best friend.

33
Percentage of British
married couples who
divorce before their 15th
wedding anniversary.

3 more ways
to upgrade
your in-car
calm
01 Self-monitor
your anger
“If you become
aware of what
happens to your
emotions and
your body when
you get angry,
then you can
start to recognise
the signs and
challenge them
when they
emerge,” says
Pete Kerridge.

3 more ways
to ramp
up your
relationship
zen
01 Don’t always
have to be right
“Very angry
people often have
a strong need to
be right,” reveals
David Woolfson.
“Let go of this
and you’ll stop
seeing the world
in black and
white and right
and wrong.”
02 Be curious
“Instead of
presuming your
girlfriend did
something to
anger you, ask
why she did it,”
says Woolfson.
“It is probably
because she has
a different moral
code to you.
Now ask more
questions and
explore these
differences
and you will
understand each
other more.”
03 Be specific
“Overgeneralisation is
a huge problem,”
says Kerridge.
“Tell the person
what they’ve done
to annoy you and
they will be able
to learn from it.
Call them a
complete idiot
and they won’t, so
they’ll repeat it.”

Signs you’re too angry
one-fingered salutes; in-car
arguments; tail-gating;
verbal slanging matches;
punching the dashboard;
rampaging heartbeat;
being a music dictator;
revving in traffic jams;
overuse of horn; speeding
up when a pedestrian
crosses in front of you.
Worrying facts 96.6% of
drivers who get road rage
are young males; road rage
incidents result in 800
deaths per year on British
roads; road rage costs
British drivers an estimated
£945 million every year.
When drivers go postal
Kenneth Noye and Scottish
gangster Paul Lyons are
serving long sentences for
murder on the road, and
bus driver Gavin Hill is
just starting a 17-month
sentence for deliberately
knocking a cyclist off
his bike (Google it!), but
a less publicised incident
occurred last November
when Ontario native
Gregory Tedford
brandished a chainsaw
during a road rage
argument. “You messed
with the wrong hillbilly,”
screamed the Canadian,
after becoming enraged
by a tail-gating pickup
truck driver. Tedford
tried to start the chainsaw

UPGRADE
YOUR
IN-CAR
CALM
15 times, before finally
giving up on it and
slashing three of the
pickup’s tyres with
a knife. He pleaded guilty
to aggravated assault.
Top anger-avoidance tip
“The moment you stop
taking things personally is
the moment you will only
experience half the anger,”
says David Woolfson. “So
the next time someone does
something you don’t agree
with on the road, don’t
think, ‘He cut me up’,
because he didn’t. He cut the
car up. Think about it like
this and your anger will
decrease considerably.”

800
Deaths per year on British
roads as a result of road
rage incidents.

02 Predict the
future
“You can change
your whole
outlook if you are
realistic before
you get in the
car,” says David
Woolfson. “If you
start knowing
that there are
going to be poor
drivers on the
road and that
the journey will
take more time
than it should,
then you won’t
be surprised or
angry when
someone
undertakes
you or you get
stuck in traffic.”
03 Consider
your navigator’s
priorities
“If you are driving
a car and have
someone
navigating, then
your goals are not
identical,” reveals
Pete Kerridge.
“Your priority is
getting to the
destination, but
your navigator’s
priority is doing
you a favour, so
think about that
before having
a go at them.”
››
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FIND PEACE ON “MAKE
PUBLIC
ME
TRANSPORT CALM,
DOC”
Tested

3 more ways
to find peace
on public
transport

Signs you’re an angry
commuter Shoving;
staring battles; raised
voices; complaints about
staff; not giving up your
seat to a pregnant woman
because you reckon “she’s
just fat”; developing a
commuting nemesis.
Worrying fact British
commuters can experience
greater stress than riot
policemen or fighter pilots;
there are over 10,000
violent incidents on British
railways alone every year.
When commuters go
postal In 2007, the
suspension of a Buenos
Aires commuter train
service resulted in a
five-hour riot that left
20 people injured and
saw 80 people arrested.
Top anger-avoidance tip
“The best thing you can do
is try to prepare for stress,”
says Dr Sneh Khemka.
“Even if your commute has
been fine all week, you have
to go to the station or stop
expecting that today is the
day it could all go wrong.”
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01 Remove
yourself from
the situation
“If you’re
considering
violence, it’s
always best to
walk away,”
says Dr Sneh
Khemka. What’s
that? There’s
nowhere to go?
Close your eyes,
breathe deeply
and concentrate
on your music.

02 Be
constructive,
not destructive
“When you’re
irritated, take
ownership of
your feelings and
reveal why you’re
angry,” advises
Dr Khemka. “If
you talk slowly
and clearly and
make requests
rather than
demands others
are more likely
to listen.”
03 Glug some
cold water
“When you get
angry, you get
hot, so a cold
drink helps
cool your fight
or flight
mechanism,”
says Dr Khemka.

FHM’s stressed-out
guinea pigs try
some alternative
anger management
therapies

80
People arrested after riots
in Buenos Aires sparked
by the suspension of
a commuter train.

THE FUTURISTIC

THE SUBLIME
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THE LEGALLY DUBIOUS

THE MYSTIC

BIOFEEDBACK

MEDITATION

HUMAN PUNCHBAG SMOKING WEED
Test subject
Gareth Watkins

Test subject
Daniel Masoliver

HYPNOTHERAPY

“Biofeedback is a brain
training activity designed to
force your mind into a more
focused state and is used to
treat kids with ADHD and
adults with anxiety. So here
I am, trying to act cool
while Biofeedback specialist
Milka Witkowska clips
wires to my ears and
attaches an electrode to my
cranium. Still, there’s no
time to worry, because
I have ten ‘concentrationbased’ games to play.
“As Milka says, ‘You play
five with the left side of your
brain and five with the right,
while I monitor your brain
activity.’ But you don’t use
a controller. You use your
mind. And it does alleviate
my anxiety in a 40-minuteswithout-any-distraction type
of way. I score loads of points
with the back of my brain
and the middle. But the
front lets me down. ‘Oh-oh,
this suggests you’re
stressed, you struggle to
concentrate and are a light
sleeper,’ says Milka. I am,
I do and I am, which
suggests there is something
in this, especially since
Milka’s seen improvement in
patients in three sessions.”
Cost £50 a session
Try it biofeedbacklondon.co.uk

“Think meditation is
just for pot-smoking
hippies? Think again. As
transcendental meditation
expert Neil Lukover says,
‘Meditation is ideal for
dealing with anger. It gives
you the clarity of mind to
eliminate the root cause of
frustration and anger.’ It’s
also an absolute doddle. ‘If
you can think, you can
meditate,’ explains Neil.
“Sounds perfect for a
shouty, finger-pointy type
of girl, who flips out when
people try out ring tones
on the bus or when IKEA
instructions don’t make
any sense. Unfortunately,
meditation is not the ‘cross
your legs, shut your eyes’
quick fix I thought it was.
Really nailing the proper
technique takes around
four hour-long one-on-one
sessions with someone like
Neil showing you why and
how it works. Once you’ve
got it down, however, it’s
as relaxing as your sofa on
a Sunday and you can use
it anywhere you like. Yes,
you might look a bit
mental, but it’s easy to
pretend you’re just having
a snooze on a busy train.”
Cost A six-month
programme from £390
Try it t-m.org.uk

“Confession time. I have
only properly lost my
temper once, aged six, when
my mum wouldn’t let me
wear my new trainers and
I told her to fuck off. But,
despite this, there are things
that make we want to mete
out acts of random ultraviolence. Litter louts, for
example. Or people who ride
their bikes on the pavement.
“Gymbox (gymbox.com)
is now helping to release
this impotent rage, with the
‘human punchbag’ – a man
dangling from the ceiling in
a fat suit. The science is
pretty simple: ‘High-energy
exercise like boxing
provides an effective release
of negative emotions,
turning potentially
unhealthy feelings into
motivation,’ explains
wellness coach Elizabeth
Scott. True enough, after
five minutes I’m spent. The
jibes of ‘My Nan punches
harder than that’ from my
punchbag fall on deaf ears
while the stress evaporates
like the sweat on my brow.
So, if you’re feeling like you
want to punch something,
do it. Just keep it in the
gym or you’ll get arrested.”
Cost Varies according
to location
Try it Your local gym

“Hold on. Isn’t this illegal?
It is, but when you smoke a
joint, spliff, bifta or reefer,
things called cannabinoids
tickle your brain and make
your body all relaxed so it
must make you less angry,
right? Not quite. Although
the National Cannabis
Prevention and Information
Centre admits that the
drug is ‘less likely to cause
violence in users than other
substances such as alcohol’,
it also reveals that it can
cause ‘fear, anxiety, panic
or paranoia, resulting in an
aggressive outburst’.
“Still, nothing ventured,
nothing gained, but all
too soon I find out being
stoned at work is a lot less
brilliant than being stoned
on my sofa with a bag of
Doritos. And while my
stress levels are definitely
lower than usual, my actual
work output consists of two
hours of doodling.
“I should have listened
to Dr. Dre. ‘I don’t smoke
before I work,’ says the
rapper. ‘I smoke when I’m
done and listen back to the
music.’ In hindsight, that’s
a more sustainable, longterm approach.”
Cost £20 for an eighth
Try it On your hols in
sunny Amsterdam

“The theory behind hypnosis
as a treatment for anger
management is that it
opens your subconscious
to positive suggestion,
allowing trained therapists
to re-wire the way in which
you deal with angry
situations. It’s a little
unnerving at first, but with
a combination of slow, deep,
bassy music and the
hypnotist’s ultra-soft tones
I fall into a semi-conscious
state and let him do his
thing. Did it work? My
actions on the football pitch
suggest not, but I do feel
bloody good about myself.”
Cost £150 a session
Try it nlpchangeworks.com

Test subject
Stuart Hood

Test subject
Lucy Hancock

Test subject
Michael Butler

TAKE OUR
ANGER TEST ON
THE NEXT
PAGE
››
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WHAT KIND OF
ANGRY BASTARD ARE YOU?
Imploder? Exploder? Winder-upper? Take our quiz and find your temper type
01 A colleague
sends you an
email you
strongly disagree
with, do you?
a Swear loudly,
then send an
arsey message
back.
b Stomp over to
their desk and
have it out with
them.
c Moan under
your breath, then
ignore it.
d Reply mocking
the sender’s
points.
02 Someone
jumps in front of
you in the queue
at McDonald’s,
do you?
a Confront them
about why they
believe they are
more important
than every other
customer.
b Give them two
options: they move
or you move them.
c Bubble silently
inside.
d Slag off their
dress sense.
03 You finally get
through to your
bank’s call centre
after being on
hold for 20
minutes, do you?
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a Query why such
a big company
has so few staff.
b Demand
compensation and
claim you’re
changing banks if
it happens again.
c Say nothing,
as it’s not the
person on the
phone’s fault.
d Scream “At last!”
04 A guy grinds
up against your
lady pal, do you?
a Ask him why he
thinks he has a
right to touch her.
b Grind in
between them
and, if he reacts,
have him.
c Pretend you
don’t notice and
head for the bar.
d Eyeball him
while sticking your
tongue down your
girlfriend’s throat.
05 Your flatmate
leaves their
dishes unwashed
again, do you?
a Storm into his
room and ask him
what the hell he
thinks he’s doing?
b Storm into his
room and throw
the dishes at him.
c Huff loudly, then
do the dishes.

d Forget to flush
your turd next
time you’re in the
crapper.
06 In footie, a
dickhead jumps
in two-footed on
you, do you?
a Jump up and
get in his face
about how he
could have ended
your career.
b Jump up and
square up to him.
c Brush yourself
off and let the ref
deal with it.
d Flash an
imaginary card in
the direction of
the referee.
07 A guy who
owes you cash
doesn’t mention
it the next time
you see him,
do you?
a Take him to
one side and
demand an
explanation.
b Tell him he
better have it next
time or you’re
finished.
c Seethe silently.
d Make snarky
comments
throughout the
night about how
expensive his
clothes look.

08 Your computer
freezes and you
lose all your
work, do you?
a Phone up IT and
tell them they’re a
bunch of twats.
b Shout “Fuck”,
punch the desk
and shake
the screen.
c Take it on the
chin, it’s usually
pretty reliable.
d Pace around
ranting about the
“prehistoric”
equipment.
Your anger type
Mostly As You are an
interrogator. You explode in
a torrent of “whys?” in a bid
to make the object of your
ire ashamed.
Mostly Bs You are an
intimidator. You try to take
control of the situation by
being aggressive, eyeballing
people and screaming.
Mostly Cs You are a
distancer. A classic
imploder, you hide your
feelings away and claim you
don’t have a problem to
avoid confrontation.
Mostly Ds You are a
winder-upper. You can’t
face confrontation, so use
cynicism and sarcasm
to wind others up until
they display your
unexpressed anger.

What grinds your gears?
Tell us at:
letters@fhm.com
facebook.com/fhm
twitter @fhm

